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Monday November 27th
Major achievements

- Graduates from Ecole Polytechnique in 1967
- PhD in physics in 1978
- Joins CNRS in 1978
- Invents Lustre (POPL 1987)
- Participates in the certification of the Paris RER line A
- Receives the Montpetit award from Académie des Sciences jointly with Nicolas Halbwachs in 2004
Seeding research directions

✓ Safety critical systems
✓ Languages for real-time systems
✓ Automatic distribution techniques
✓ Higher-order data flow languages
✓ Quasi-synchronous architecture
✓ Hybrid systems
✓ …
Students and collaborators

- Nicolas Halbwachs
- Daniel Pilaud
- Eric Pilaud
- Jean-Louis Bergerand
- Alain Girault
- Marc Pouzet
- Cécile Dumas
- Rym Salem
- Jan Mikac
- Chieb Kossentini
- ...
Publication curve

(Generosity is paid back...)
Today’s programme

- Nicolas Halbwachs
- Éric Pilaud
- Gérard Berry
- Daniel Pilaud
- Jean-Louis Bergerand
- Alain Girault
- Marc Pouzet
- Willem-Paul de Rover